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Violence and the Great Estates in the South of Italy Apr 12 2021 A vivid history of Apulian farm workers'
struggle to win the ordinary decencies of life.
Italian Venice Jan 10 2021 In this elegant book Richard Bosworth explores Venice—not the glorious Venice
of the Venetian Republic, but from the fall of the Republic in 1797 and the Risorgimento up through the
present day. Bosworth looks at the glamour and squalor of the belle époque and the dark underbelly of
modernization, the two world wars, and the far-reaching oppressions of the fascist regime, through to the
“Disneylandification” of Venice and the tourist boom, the worldwide attention of the biennale and film
festival, and current threats of subsidence and flooding posed by global warming. He draws out major
themes—the increasingly anachronistic but deeply embedded Catholic Church, the two faces of
modernization, consumerism versus culture. Bosworth interrogates not just Venice’s history but its
meanings, and how the city’s past has been co-opted to suit present and sometimes ulterior aims. Venice,
he shows, is a city where its histories as well as its waters ripple on the surface.
Italy's Foreign Policy in the Twenty-first Century Dec 09 2020 Italy’s foreign policy has often been
dismissed as too idiosyncratic, inconsistent and lacking ambition. This book offers new insights into the
position Italy has attained in the international community in the 21st century. It explores how the country
has sought to take advantage of its passage from a bipolar to a multipolar system and assesses the ways in
which it has engaged internationally, its new responsibilities, and the manner in which it conducts its
policies in the pursuit of its interests, whether political or commercial. It argues that although Italy is
engaged internationally, there is a gap between its actions and what it actually delivers, and as long as this
gap continues Italy is likely to remain a partial and unreliable foreign policy actor. Divided into three parts,
this book explores: the context and processes which characterise Italy’s external action its relations with
crucial countries and regions such as the US, the EU, and the BRICs its security and defence policies. This
book will be of interest to students and scholars of European Politics, Foreign Policy analysis and Italian
studies.
Separatism, the Allies and the Mafia Sep 17 2021 This study examines the separatist movement's origins,
its leaders and followers, the actions in which separatists engaged to establish a free Sicily, the factors that
caused the movement's demise, and its legacy. This book also examines the relationship of the separatist
movement to the United States, Great Britain, and the Sicilian mafia.

Borderscaping: Imaginations and Practices of Border Making Jun 14 2021 Using the borderscapes
concept, this book offers an approach to border studies that expresses the multilevel complexity of borders,
from the geopolitical to social practice and cultural production at and across the border. Accordingly, it
encourages a productive understanding of the processual, de-territorialized and dispersed nature of
borders and their ensuring regimes in the era of globalization and transnational flows as well as
showcasing border research as an interdisciplinary field with its own academic standing. Contemporary
bordering processes and practices are examined through the borderscapes lens to uncover important
connections between borders as a ’challenge' to national (and EU) policies and borders as potential
elements of political innovation through conceptual (re-)framings of social, political, economic and cultural
spaces. The authors offer a nuanced and critical re-reading and understanding of the border not as an
entity to be taken for granted, but as a place of investigation and as a resource in terms of the construction
of novel (geo)political imaginations, social and spatial imaginaries and cultural images. In so doing, they
suggest that rethinking borders means deconstructing the interweaving between political practices of
inclusion-exclusion and the images created to support and communicate them on the cultural level by
Western territorialist modernity. The result is a book that proposes a wandering through a constellation of
bordering policies, discourses, practices and images to open new possibilities for thinking, mapping, acting
and living borders under contemporary globalization.
Discussione del progetto di legge per la liquidazione dell'asse ecclesiastico. Tornate dal 5 al 28 luglio 1867
Mar 24 2022
Contemporary Boat Migration Aug 05 2020 This book explores contemporary migration by boat through the
intertwined, and under-explored, elements of empirical data, governance and geopolitics, and discourses.
Mafia Brotherhoods Sep 29 2022 Relying on previously undisclosed confessions of former mafia members
now cooperating with the police, Letizia Paoli provides a clinically accurate portrait of mafia behavior,
motivations, and structure in Italy. The mafia, Paoli demonstrates, are essentially multifunctional ritual
brotherhoods focused above all on retaining and consolidating their local political power base. A truly
interdisciplinary work of history, politics, economics, and sociology, Mafia Brotherhoods reveals in dramatic
detail the true face of one of the world's most mythologized criminal organizations.
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Global Crime Today Aug 24 2019 Crime is recognized as a constant factor within human society, but in the
twenty-first century organized crime is emerging as one of the distinctive security threats of the new world
order. The more complex, organized and interconnected society becomes, its crime becomes too. This book
recognizes that the new century will be defined in part by a struggle between an ‘upperworld’, defined by
increasingly open economic systems and democratic politics, and a transnational, entrepreneurial, dynamic
and richly varied underworld, willing and able to use and distort these trends for its own ends. In order to
understand this challenge, this book gathers together experts from a variety of fields to understand how
organized crime is changing. From the Sicilian Mafia and the Japanese Yakuza, to the new challenges of
Russian and East European gangs and the ‘virtual mafias’ of the cybercriminals, this book offers a clear and
concise introduction to many of the key players moving in this global criminal underworld. This book is a
special issue of Global Crime
Index-catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon-General's Office ... Apr 24 2022 "Collection of incunabula and
early medical prints in the library of the Surgeon-general's office, U.S. Army": Ser. 3, v. 10, p. 1415-1436.
Elections in Western Europe 1815-1996 Jun 26 2022 The Societies of Europe is an 8-title series of historical
data handbooks and accompanying CD-ROM sets on the development of Europe from the nineteenth to the
twentieth century. The series is a product of the Mannheim Centre for Social research, a body dedicated to
comparative research on Europe and one of the leading social research institutes in the world. It is a
collection of datasets giving a clear and systematic study of long term developments in European society.
The data is presented statistically and is clearly comparative. The Societies of Europe is the most
comprehensive data series available on Western European social issues. Each book is accompanied by a
CD-ROM containing datasets not included in the text enabling users to manipulate the data as wanted.
Information is available in different programmes (Excel, SPSS and SAS) and in data structures for
analysing, and building time series. This data handbook and CD-ROM records the results of all legislative
elections held in 18 European countries collected at the level of single constituency for the first time. The
collection of results has been made completely machine-readable according to standard rules across
countries, historical periods and electoral systems.
At the Edges of Citizenship Oct 19 2021 Proposing a new, dynamic conception of citizenship, this book
argues against understandings of citizenship as a collection of rights that can be either possessed or
endowed, and demonstrates it is an emergent condition that has temporal and spatial dimensions.
Furthermore, citizenship is shown to be continually and contingently reconstituted through the struggles
between those considered insiders and outsiders. Significantly, these struggles do not result in a clear
division between citizens and non-citizens, but in a multiplicity of states that are at once included within
and excluded from the political community. These liminal states of citizenship are elaborated in relation to
three specific forms of non-citizenship: the ’respectable illegal, the ’intimate foreigner’ and the ’abject
citizen’. Each of these modalities of citizenship corresponds to either the figure of the clandestino/a or the
nomad as invoked in the 2008 Italian Security Package and a second set of laws, commonly referred to as
the ’Nomad Emergency Decree’. Exploring how this legislation affected and was negotiated by individuals
and groups who were constituted as ’objects of security’, author Kate Hepworth focuses on the first-hand
experience of individuals deemed threats to the nation. Situated within the field of human geography, the
book draws on literature from citizenship studies, critical security studies and migration studies to show
how processes of securitisation and irregularisation work to delimit between citizens and non-citizens, as
well as between legitimate and illegitimate outsiders.
The Strategy of Tension in Italy Jun 22 2019 The third wave of terrorism in Europe has been the subject
of numerous studies after David Rapoport's theoretical classification, especially as it relates to New
Left/Marxist/Socialist activity. But one of its components has not hitherto been subject to scholarly
investigation: the Italian neo-fascist terrorism that committed indiscriminate massacres as part of an
alleged strategy of stoking political tension. There is evidence that members of the intelligence services and
security forces contributed to cover-ups and indeed the neo-fascist murders that took place may have been
aimed at creating an atmosphere favourable to a coup d'etat. While conspiracy theories abound there is
little in-depth academic research on the circumstances despite the many sources available to researchers:
court rulings, evidence gathered by various parliamentary commissions of enquiry and recently declassified
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official documents. Juan Avilés' comprehensive study of the neo-fascist killings, the coup plots, the coverups and the alleged but unproven involvement of US agents, the Stay Behind paramilitary structure and the
P2 Masonic Lodge, draws a firm line of demarcation between the real conspiracies that took place in Italy
and unfounded conspiracy theories. He offers an unparalleled interpretation of the alleged strategy of
creating political tension based on all the available evidence. At the heart of the investigation is the threat
to democracy and the way in which Italy was able to avoid the authoritarian drift to which many countries,
from Greece to Chile, succumbed in those years. The lessons learned have far-reaching implications for all
nations that subscribe to democratic values.
Index-catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon-General's Office, United States Army Feb 20 2022
The Blackshirts’ Dictatorship Nov 27 2019 On October 1922 Mussolini became head of the Italian
government, a situation that would last for twenty years. That power was obtained was largely due to the
widespread violence perpetrated by blackshirts throughout Italy (squadristi). Violence however did not end.
Old and new blackshirts played a major role in making Italy a fascist country. Contrary to the claims of
many scholars that have depicted blackshirts after the March on Rome only as troublemakers for Mussolini,
the book shows that they played a crucial role in establishing a full and totalitarian dictatorship. Squadristi
carried out processes of fascistisation, crushed opponents and convinced bystanders and dubious people,
consolidating fascist power in many aspects of social, political and even intimate life. By resorting to new
archives, a long chronology and a focus on individual perspectives, this book gives voice to the perpetrators
of fascist violence and offers new insights into the lives of squadristi throughout the dictatorship, outlining
their beliefs, outlooks and expectations. The book shows that post-1922 squadrismo was not a side effect of
Fascism's twenty-year history. On the contrary, violence represents one of the essential components of any
definition of Italian Fascism.
Europe in the World Dec 21 2021 This edited volume provides an innovative contribution to the debate on
contemporary European geopolitics by tracing some of the new political geographies and geographical
imaginations emergent within - and made possible by - the EU's actions in the international arena. Drawing
on case studies that range from the Arctic to East Africa, the nine empirical chapters provide a critical
geopolitical reading of the ways in which particular places, countries, and regions are brought into the EU's
orbit and the ways in which they are made to work for 'EU'rope. The analyses look at how the spaces of
'EU'ropean power and actorness are narrated and created, but also at how 'EU'rope's discursive (and
material) strategies of incorporation are differently appropriated by local and regional elites, from the
southern shores of the Mediterranean to Eastern Europe and the Balkans. The question of EU border
management is a particularly important concern of several contributions, highlighting some of the ways in
which the Union's border-work is actively (re)making the European space.
Il Primo Secolo Della R. Accademia Delle Scienze Di Torino. Notizie Storiche E Bibliografice.
(1783-1883.). Jan 28 2020
The Italian Police and the Rise of Fascism Oct 07 2020 An illuminating account of the supporting role
played by the police in the rise to power of Mussolini and the Fascists.
The Fascists and the Jews of Italy Feb 08 2021 Describes the history and nature of the Italian Race Laws
during the period (1938-43) when Italy was independent of German control.
Inclusion and Exclusion of Young Adult Migrants in Europe Feb 29 2020 Inclusion and Exclusion of
Young Adult Migrants in Europe presents analyses of research carried out during the course of the
EUMARGINS research project, exploring the inclusion and exclusion of young adult immigrants across a
range national contexts, including the Nordic welfare states, old colonial countries, Southern European
nations and the Eastern European region. Scrutinising legal, policy and historical sources, as well as
participation in labour market and education systems, this volume engages with multiple social arenas and
spheres, to integrate research and provide a cohesive investigation of the dynamics of each national
setting. In addition to the chapters focused on individual national contexts (Estonia, France, Italy, Norway,
Spain, Sweden and the UK), the book also provides a comprehensive transnational analysis, developing a
comparative perspective and explaining the overarching research framework. A carefully organized and
comprehensive exploration of the exclusion and inclusion of young adult migrants in Europe, Inclusion and
Exclusion of Young Adult Migrants in Europe will appeal to social scientists with interests in migration,
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population change, integration and exclusion.
Futurism and Politics May 02 2020 On futurism and fascism in Italy
Transactions of the Sanitary Institute Aug 17 2021
The Oxford Handbook of Organized Crime Nov 07 2020 While the success of national and international law
enforcement cooperation to suppress organized crime means that stable, large-scale criminal organizations
like the Cosa Nostra or the Japanese Yakuza have seen their power reduced, organized crime remains a
concern for many governments. Economic globalization and the easing of restrictions on exchanges across
borders now provide ample opportunity for money-making activities in illegal markets. Policies designed to
stop illegal market flows often shift these activities to new places or create new problems, as the U.S.- led
war on drugs spread production and trafficking to a number South and Central American countries. The
Oxford Handbook of Organized Crime provides informed, authoritative, and comprehensive overviews of
these issues and other principal forms of organized crime, as well as the type and effectiveness of efforts to
prevent and control them. Leading scholars from criminology, law, sociology, history, and political science
discuss the key concepts, history, and methods of organized crime; the major actors and interactions
involved in it; the markets and activities frequently associated with organized crime; and the policies
designed to combat it. Individual chapters on criminal organizations and specific activities or markets
comprise the heart of the volume. The chapters on actors provide the history, analyze the structure and
activities, and assess the strength and future prospects of each organization. Articles on particular markets
address the patterns of activity, identify the most affected regions, and where possible provide estimated
revenues, discuss factors promoting the activity, and disclose information on the victims and harms caused.
The Oxford Handbook of Organized Crime delivers a systematic, high-quality, and truly global approach to
the topic and with it a more complete understanding of organized crime in its many forms for researchers,
government officials, and policymakers.
Transactions Jul 16 2021
Raccolta Di Leggi, Notificazioni, Avvisi Ec. Pubblicati in Venezia Dal Giorno 24 Agosto 1849 in
Avanti, Giuntivi Quelli Emanati Nel Regno Lombardo-veneto Dal 22 Marzo 1848 Dec 29 2019
Organized Crime: Culture, Markets and Policies Jul 04 2020 Dina Siegel and Hans Nelen The term ‘global
organized crime’ has been in use in criminology since the mid 1990s. Even more general and abstract than
its daughter-terms (transnational or cross-border organized crime), ‘global organized crime’ seems to
embrace the activities of criminal groups and networks all around the planet, leaving no geographical space
untouched. The term appears to cover the geographical as well as the historical domain: ‘global’ has taken
on the meaning of ‘forever and ever’. Global organized crime is also associatively linked with ‘globalisation’.
The social construction of both terms in scientific discourse is in itself an interesting theme. But perhaps
even more interesting, especially for academics trying to conduct empirical research in this area, is the
analysis of the symbolic and practical meaning of these concepts. How should criminologists study
globalisation in general and global organized crime in particular? Which instruments and ‘theoretical
luggage’ do they have in order to conduct this kind of research? The aim of this book is not to formulate
simple, straightforward answers to these questions, but rather to give an overview of contemporary
criminological research combining international, national and local dimensions of specific organized crime
pr- lems. The term global organized crime will hardly be used in this respect. In other social sciences, such
as anthropology, there is a tendency to get rid of vague and abstract terms which can only serve to confuse
our understanding. In our opinion, criminology should follow this initiative.
Naples in the Time of Cholera, 1884-1911 Jul 28 2022 This is the first extended study of cholera in
modern Italy, setting Naples in a comparative international framework.
Atti Sep 05 2020
The Migration of Power and North-South Inequalities Oct 31 2022 This book examines negotiations on
migration in the Mediterranean. It argues that migration is a bargaining chip which countries in the South
use to increase their leverage versus their counterparts in the North. This proposition opens up new
understandings reframing relations of inequalities among states.
Studi sulle finanze per servire al proposto ordinamento del Regno in regioni, provincie e comuni. Rapporto
presentato alla Giunta di Finanze. [Signed: M. Minghetti. G. B. Oytana.] Sep 25 2019
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Fault Lines Nov 19 2021 Earth’s fractured geology is visible in its fault lines. It is along these lines that
earthquakes occur, sometimes with disastrous effects. These disturbances can significantly influence urban
development, as seen in the aftermath of two earthquakes in Messina, Italy, in 1908 and in the Belice
Valley, Sicily, in 1968. Following the history of these places before and after their destruction, this book
explores plans and developments that preceded the disasters and the urbanism that emerged from the
ruins. These stories explore fault lines between “rural” and “urban,” “backwardness” and “development,”
and “before” and “after,” shedding light on the role of environmental forces in the history of human
habitats.
Organised Crime in European Businesses Mar 12 2021 The infiltration of organised crime in the legitimate
economy has emerged as a transnational phenomenon. This book constitutes an unprecedented study of the
involvement of criminal groups in the legitimate economy and their infiltration in legal businesses, and is
the first to bridge the research gap between money laundering and organised crime. It analyses the main
drivers of this process, explaining why, how and where infiltration happens. Building on empirical evidence
from the Netherlands, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, the UK, Ireland, Italy, France and Finland, Organised
Crime in European Businesses is divided into four parts. Part I explores the infiltration of legitimate
businesses to conceal and facilitate illicit trafficking. Part II examines the infiltration of legitimate
businesses to develop fraud schemes. Part III focuses on the infiltration of legitimate businesses to control
the territory and influence policy makers. Part IV concludes by considering the research and policy
implications in light of these findings. Bringing together leading experts and detailed case studies, this
book considers the infiltration of organised crime in legitimate business around Europe. It is an ideal
resource for students and academics in the fields of criminology, economics and sociology, as well as
private sector practitioners, public officials and policy makers.
Il Governo Pontificio E Lo Stato Romano Oct 26 2019
Index-catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon-General's Office, United States Army May 26 2022
"Collection of incunabula and early medical prints in the library of the Surgeon-general's office, U.S. Army":
Ser. 3, v. 10, p. 1415-1436.
Italy - A Contested Polity Aug 29 2022 Despite the promise of the new "Second Republic" launched in the
early 1990s, Italy remains Europe’s least well-governed country. Fifteen years ago, politicians on the take
and mafiosi on the make were supposedly pushed aside by a new generation of reformers and crusading
magistrates. However, in this new book a team of leading experts on Italy uncovers little real progress.
Badly needed reforms have foundered on bickering between the parties and their ego-centric leaders. Both
left and right-wing coalitions have been guilty of impeding the anti-corruption revolution. Little has been
done to improve the quality of public expenditure: infrastructure and education systems remain shambolic,
and decades of periodic devaluation and deficit spending have left the economy structurally weakened.
Italy’s politicians are not just masters of trasformismo (an ability to reinvent and present themselves anew
to voters), but of stratificazione, or "layering", the introduction of new policies and institutions without
replacing those that preceded them. The result is a damaging mix of obsolete and contradictory legislation,
the product of bargaining over reform by chronically weak governments in a veto-ridden polity. The
outcome – immobilismo – is a system in which all parties, and democratic government itself, are steadily
losing legitimacy. This book was published as a special issue of West European Politics.
Polizia Ecclesiastica Del Regno Delle Due Sicilie Jul 24 2019
Ai Deputati al Parlamento Nazionale. Osservazioni e documenti intorno alla lettera del 13 corrente di S. E.
il Generale Della Rocca ... sui fatti del 21 e 22 Settembre 1864 Mar 31 2020
Journal of the Royal Sanitary Institute May 14 2021
The ‘Camps System’ in Italy Jun 02 2020 This book deals with the social exclusion of Romanies (‘Gypsies’)
in Italy. Based on interviews with Romani individuals, institutional and Civil Society Organisations’ (CSOs)
representatives, participant observation and a broad range of secondary sources, the volume focuses on the
conditions of those living in Rome’s urban slums and on the recent implementation of the so-called
‘Emergenza Nomadi’ (Nomad Emergency). The enactment of this extraordinary measure concealed the
existence of a long-established institutional tradition of racism and control directed at Romanies. It was not
the result of a sudden, unexpected situation which required an immediate action, as the declaration of an
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‘emergency’ might imply, but rather of a precise government strategy. By providing an investigation into
the interactions between Romanies, local institutions and CSOs, this book will deliver a new perspective on
the Romani issue by arguing that the ‘camp’ is not only a tool for institutional control and segregation, but
also for ‘resistance’, as well as a huge business in which everyone plays their part.
Transnational Radicals Jan 22 2022 Italian anarchism emerged in the latter half of the nineteenth century,
during that country’s long and bloody unification. Often facing economic hardship and political persecution,
many of Italy’s anarchists migrated to North America. Wherever Italian anarchists settled they published
journals, engaged in labour and political activism, and attempted to re-create the radical culture of their
homeland. Transnational Radicals examines the transnational anarchist movement that existed in Canada
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and the United States between 1915 and 1940. Against a backdrop of brutal and open class war—with
governments calling upon militias to suppress strikes, radicals thrown in jail for publicly speaking against
capitalism and the church, and those of foreign birth being deported and even executed for political
activities—Italian anarchism was successfully transplanted. Transnationalism made it more difficult for
states to destroy groups spread across wide geographical spaces. In Italy and abroad the strong anarchist
identity informed by class, ethnicity, and gender reinforced movement values, promoted movement
expansion, and assisted mobilization during times of crisis. In Transnational Radicals, Tomchuk makes use
of Italian government security files and Italian-language anarchist newspapers to reconstruct a vibrant and
little-studied political movement during a tumultuous period of modern North American history.
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